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Abstract

Conventional wisdom holds that the creation of international, court-like institutions helps coun-
tries to peacefully settle trade conflicts, thereby enhancing welfare through trade. Others,
however, point out that these institutions remain ultimately ineffective, because their alleged
effects merely reflect the distribution of power in the anarchic international system. We ex-
plore how litigation in the World Trade Organization (WTO) affects bilateral trade relations
between countries involved in a trade dispute. We find that sectoral exports from complainant
countries to the defendant increase by about $9.5 billion in the three years after a panel ruling.
However, countries that have proactively filed a complaint and carried the costs of litigation do
not systematically gain more than far less active third parties that merely joined an existing
WTO dispute and carried considerably smaller litigation costs. We conclude that international
judicial institutions create incentives for freeriding, but at the same time may lead to a less
power-based distribution of the gains from trade.

∗Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the International Political Economy Society (IPES),
Madison, November 11, 2011.
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1 Introduction

The process of legalization that has characterized world politics and international trade in the last

decades constitutes a major phenomenon for scholarship on the emergence and effects of institutions

(Baccini, 2010; Abbott et al., 2000; Goldstein et al., 2000; Goldstein and Martin, 2000). However,

the vast majority of legalization in international relations merely qualifies as soft law, since it lacks

enforcement by a coercive sovereign. Against this background, the establishment of international

legal institutions that have been delegated authority to look into and formally decide whether states

behave in accordance with international law constitutes a significant increase in the legalization of

world politics and international relations.

The development and implementation of trade rules within the World Trade Organization (WTO)

constitutes a prime example for the ever stronger legalization observable in the international system

and the evolution of global governance patterns (Lake, 2010). The WTO Dispute Settlement Body

(DSB) plays an important role in this context. This legal body provides a formalized procedure

to resolve disputes about the legitimacy of specific trade barriers. The possibility to request the

establishment of a panel, an independent expert commission, which rules over the dispute if the

conflict parties are unable to settle the conflict through bilateral negotiations, forms a central element

of the DSB. It can induce cooperative behavior through different channels. For instance, if parties

disagree on the meaning of the trading rules that they subscribed to, a panel ruling helps to clarify

the obligations and rights of the trading partners (Maggi and Staiger, 2011; Baccini and Kim, 2011;

Kim, 2008) and may impose normative pressure on the discriminating country to end illegitimate

trade policies (Busch and Reinhardt, 2000; Busch and Pelc, 2010; Sattler, Spilker and Bernauer,

2011).

The functioning of WTO litigation depends on whether it provides countries that experience trade

discrimination with large enough benefits in terms of increases in trade flows such that this outweighs

the costs of participation in the dispute settlement mechanism (Bütler and Hauser, 2000). Previous

research casts doubt on whether the WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism actually lives up to this

expectation. Many countries find it difficult to participate the WTO litigation facility because they
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lack the necessary legal capacity or fear retaliation if they initiate a dispute against a more powerful

country (Allee, 2005, 2010b,a; Bown, 2005a; Busch, Reinhardt and Shaffer, 2009; Davis and Bermeo,

2009; Kim, 2008; Sattler and Bernauer, 2011). This raises concerns that WTO litigation may function

well as a settlement device between those mostly large and rich countries that decide to take legal

steps within the WTO, but remains unable to serve the needs of those smaller and poorer countries

that refrain from proactively filing a formal complaint in the WTO. At its core, this questions the

usefulness of WTO litigation for those who could potentially benefit the most, because it provides

them with too small a benefit to justify participation in costly international trade disputes.

To explore the value of WTO litigation, we examine its economic effects on countries’ bilateral

trade relations. We argue that third party status in the WTO litigation process provides a valuable

opportunity to freeride on other countries’ legal efforts while benefiting from the economic value of a

verdict that declares trade barriers by the defendant country as illegal. Following the logic of Mancur

Olson’s “exploitation of the large by the small”, the country that expects the largest net gains from

a panel ruling will file a formal complaint as principal parties. Other countries can subsequently

join the dispute as third parties. This functions as a signal to the defendant country and the WTO

community as a whole that its trade barriers hurt a variety of countries’ exports, as third parties

are formally heard by the WTO panel. At the same time, they do not have to proactively take legal

action as a principal party, which is not only costly in terms of legal efforts, but could also provoke

painful retaliatory measures by the defendant. If a country decides not to file a formal complaint in

the WTO even though it is affected by the defendant’s trade barriers, this reduces public pressure

thereby decreasing international audience costs to the defendant country.

Using a matching approach, we find that participation in WTO litigation provides considerable

benefits in terms of trade growth: Sectoral exports from a complainant country to a defendant

country increase by about $9.5 billion in the three years after a panel ruling. At the same time, the

export-stimulating effect of a panel ruling is not restricted to principal parties. Instead, we find that

third parties do not benefit less than principal parties. However, our results suggest that third parties

that take sides with the complainant country experience an average increase in sectoral exports worth
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about $6 billion on average in the three years after a ruling if compared to parties that remain neutral.

These findings suggest that WTO litigation offers an economically valuable possibility for judicial

freeriding and strategic interaction between states in international trade relations. We interpret

this as tentative evidence for WTO litigation to also offer benefits to less economically powerful

countries. This qualifies recent work that has documented that mainly developed countries benefit

from the WTO and its dispute settlement mechanism.

Our analysis contributes to the literature in several ways. First, we distinguish between the

effects of WTO DSB proceedings on complainant countries that formally litigate against another

WTO member and those countries that only participate as third parties and do not formally join

the conflict as disputants. This allows us to examine if and to what extent third parties benefit

from trials in the DSB by freeriding on the costs that the initiators, i.e., the principal parties, of

the disputes have to bear. Our study therefore complements previous research on the role of third

parties in the WTO and confirms its findings (Busch and Reinhardt, 2006; Busch and Pelc, 2010;

Johns and Pelc, 2011). At the same time, we extend an emerging literature on the economic effects

of the WTO DSB (Bown, 2004b). While the creation and workings of international legal bodies

have been studied extensively (Carrubba, Gabel and Hankla, 2008; Voeten, 2008), their economic

effectiveness remains subject to scientific and public debate. Although most researchers nowadays

accept the claim that international institutions matter and that the expected costs and benefits of

an institution determine its long-term fate, we still lack an understanding of their redistributive

economic effects. We provide an estimate of these economic consequences and also evaluate how they

differ across different roles countries can have in the WTO litigation. Third, we analyze all cases

that have entered the WTO dispute settlement mechanism and thereby go beyond important work

by Davis (2008, forthcoming), which is most closely related to our study, but exclusively examines

cases in which the U.S. appeared as a potential complainant. More generally, our analysis of the

WTO dispute settlement body’s economic ramifications adds to the emerging empirical literature on

strategic interaction among countries in international institutions (Neumayer, 2011).
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2 Dispute Settlement in the International Trade System

Nations of the world have struggled to harness the gains from globalization. The development and

implementation of trade rules since the Second World War has aimed at inducing and enforcing eco-

nomic cooperation among states acting under anarchical conditions. Although liberalists frequently

point out the welfare improvements arising from free trade, they acknowledge that self-interested

behavior can prevent international economic exchange and may even jeopardize existing trade rela-

tions. The GATT system and its successor, the WTO, then appear as ways to overcome this dilemma

because their rules provide clear benchmarks for what constitutes legitimate state behavior in in-

ternational trade. Moreover, the WTO monitors state behavior, provides information about other

states’ trade policies and aims at enforcing international trading rules to facilitate the development

of international trade relations. Empirical studies indeed suggest that participants in the GATT and

WTO systems trade substantially more than non-participants (Goldstein, Rivers and Tomz, 2007)

and less frequently impose discriminatory trade policies against other WTO members than against

non-members (Busch, Raciborski and Reinhardt, 2008).

Despite the integration of countries into a global trade system, policymakers continue to impose

targeted, often sector-specific trade restrictions. The WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) plays an

important role in this context because it provides a formalized procedure to resolve disputes about

the legitimacy of specific trade barriers. Countries that suspect that a trading partner is violating

WTO regulations can request bilateral consultations to find a mutually agreed-upon solution to settle

the dispute. In case that conflict parties fail to settle their dispute at the consultation stage, the DSB

offers the possibility to request the establishment of a panel that consists of independent experts who

will rule over the case.

This dispute settlement procedure aims at inducing cooperative behavior through different chan-

nels. For instance, if parties disagree on the meaning of the trading rules that they subscribed to,

a panel ruling can clarify the obligations and rights of the trading partners. Ideally, the ruling pro-

vides an objective interpretation of the WTO regulations that all conflict parties accept and defines

a benchmark for future interactions among trading partners around which their expectations con-
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verge (Stone Sweet and Brunell, 1998; Smith, 2000). Alternatively, if a government consciously and

consistently violates WTO rules, a panel verdict against the violator increases the political pressure

to abolish the illegitimate trade restriction because failure to comply with a WTO panel verdict

damages the government’s international reputation (Abbott and Snidal, 1998; Simmons, 2000). For

cases in which the defendant refuses to adhere to the panel ruling, the dispute settlement body also

provides the legal foundation for retaliatory actions by the plaintiff.

However, the WTO dispute settlement mechanism suffers from apparent weaknesses. First, WTO

panels lack the means to enforce their rulings, which means that the defendant can refuse to remove

trade barriers that were found unlawful. In this case, the complainant does not receive any additional

support that goes beyond a mere declaration of trade restrictions to be illegal when trying to build

pressure on the defendant to implement the DSB panel ruling. The DSB panel can review and judge

the defendant’s implementation of the ruling if the complainant claims that the defendant fails to

comply with the ruling, and the panel can authorize retaliatory measures against the discriminating

country. However, these measures must be taken by the complainants themselves. Consequently,

powerful states have better means to put pressure on an uncooperative defendant. Accordingly,

research finds that defendants are more likely to comply with a panel ruling if the retaliatory power

of the opponent country increases (Bown, 2004b,a). This raises the question to what extent the

dispute settlement mechanism can indeed ensure that states will take legal action against illegal

trade barriers, in particular those imposed by powerful states.

Second, we observe a disproportionate number of disputes initiated by large and rich countries,

while many poor countries seem to refrain from making use of this institution in the first place

(Sattler and Bernauer, 2011, 145-146). A series of studies finds that the unequal use of the WTO

DSB can be explained by a lack of legal capacity and power asymmetries that work against least

developed and developing countries when they have to decide whether or not to initiate a dispute

(Allee, 2005, 2010b,a; Bown, 2005a; Busch, Reinhardt and Shaffer, 2009; Davis and Bermeo, 2009;

Kim, 2008; Sattler and Bernauer, 2011). Poor countries often lack the expertise to follow through

with a long-lasting and costly dispute in a highly sophisticated legal system. Similarly, they are
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often easy targets for retaliatory measures when they litigate against a large trading partner because

they are more dependent on exports to rich and large markets than the other way round. This fuels

concerns about the effectiveness of the WTO dispute settlement procedure as it may fail to allow

disadvantaged countries to effectively proceed against a discriminating trading partner and achieve

the removal of illegitimate trade barriers.

This raises the question if and to what extent the DSB has an effect on state relations in the

broader trading system that goes beyond the bilateral relations between the two formal disputants

that engage in WTO dispute settlement. We conjecture that international judicial systems like

the WTO DSB have an impact on third parties that do not litigate themselves, but who have a

substantial interest in a particular conflict. If such positive externalities indeed exist, a potential

bias of the settlement body would appear less severe than previous studies suggest. We theoretically

examine this possibility in the next two sections. First, we discuss theoretical and empirical research

that has examined the effects of the WTO DSB and other international judicial systems on state

behavior. Then, we derive the implications of this research for the effect of the DSB on state relations

that goes beyond the immediate relations of the two formal disputants. The discussion shows how

and at which stage of the DSB we can expect to see positive externalities on trade between third

parties that are not formal complainants and a defendant that has imposed a WTO-inconsistent

trade restriction.

Theorizing about the Effects of WTO Litigation on Trade

To explore the fundamental role of the WTO in facilitating international trade, Park (2011) presents

a formal model in which countries can only imperfectly observe other countries’ trade barriers. Pol-

icymakers can play trigger strategies to punish countries that have established a trade barrier by

imposing explicit tariffs. Without the WTO, policymakers tend to choose too high levels of pun-

ishment because they have only imperfect information about the other country’s trade barrier. An

institution like the WTO removes uncertainty about the foreign barrier to trade and thereby enables

policymakers to choose more efficient punishment levels.
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The literature on international courts and dispute settlement offers more detailed insights into

the exact mechanisms through which the WTO DSB affects trade policy and trading relations.

Theoretical research starts from the caveat described in the previous section noting that the DSB

panel is a “court without bailiff [and] its rulings at best can have only a modest direct influence on

dispute outcomes” (Busch and Reinhardt, 2000, 159). Researchers, however, contend that the WTO

affects state behavior through other, indirect channels of the dispute settlement mechanism (Busch

and Reinhardt, 2000), although the original theoretical analyses focus more on the old GATT system

(Reinhardt, 2001).

According to these models, adjudication at the WTO imposes normative pressure on the defendant

government to end the discriminatory practice. Normative pressure mainly arises from a potential

panel ruling against the defendant, which publicly discredits the defendant’s trade policy. When

an independent expert commission issues the ruling, it credibly unveils that the challenged trade

barrier violates WTO regulations. The main costs that governments incur from ignoring an adverse

panel ruling result from a loss of reputation because the ruling reveals that the government does not

live up to the standards of the international trading system that it officially subscribed to. Such a

reputation loss may weaken the government’s bargaining position in later disputes or in WTO trade

negotiations.

Consequently, rulings within the framework of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism should

lead trade relations to develop differently between the conflict parties as compared to how they

would have developed if the conflict had not been brought to the WTO (Bown, 2004b). If the

arguments brought forward in the theoretical literature are valid and the WTO dispute settlement

body indeed helps to remove illegal trade barriers that hamper the complainant’s exports to the

defendant country’s market, rulings in the settlement mechanism should increase trade flows from

the complainant to the defendant country.
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Third Parties, Panel Rulings, and Sectoral Exports

Previous studies have advanced our knowledge about the workings of the dispute settlement mech-

anism, but the exact economic value of WTO litigation for third party countries remains unclear.

In an insightful study, Busch and Pelc (2010) find that neutral third parties increase the probability

of less encompassing rulings Busch and Reinhardt (2006) document that the involvement of third

parties in a WTO trade dispute reduces the probability of an early settlement and increases the

probability of a case going to a ruling. Although the literature offers surprisingly clear predictions

about the mechanisms through which the DSB affects trading relations between defendants and for-

mal complainants, we still know very little about the economic effects of DSB proceedings on trade

relations, in particular, how panel rulings affect exports from third party countries that suffer from

a discriminatory trade barrier, but do not formally participate in the DSB.

Combining the literatures on WTO litigation and third party participation suggests that third

parties will not be significantly worse off than principal complainants after a panel ruling. When an

international court formally investigates a country’s foreign economic policy, this not only induces

pressure on the defendant to change its trade policy towards the complainant, but to remove the trade

barrier itself. More specifically, if a WTO panel finds a trade policy violates WTO regulations, this

is a general verdict about this barrier and not one that only refers to the restrictions on imports from

a particular complainant country. Thus, a panel ruling produces externalities for all other countries

whose exports have suffered because of the defendant’s illegal trade barriers (Bown, 2005a).

Third parties can then freeride on the investments by the formal complainants in multiple ways.

First, third parties bear a smaller financial burden than formal complainants because they do not

need to gather evidence against the defendant, present extensive legal expertise or pay legal staff.

Second, uncertainty about the case and the defendant’s preferences diminish significantly during a

DSB proceeding. Third parties can observe the outcome of the dispute and infer from this the resolve

of the defendant to retain the trade restriction despite a WTO trial. Similarly, uncertainty about the

strength of the case, which is often unclear beforehand, diminishes significantly. Finally, third parties

can rely on the legal argumentation provided by formal complainants if they want to put forward
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their own case. This does not mean that third parties do not bear no costs at all, but their costs

only amount to a fraction of the costs that complainants incur. As Bown (2005a) points out, “[...] an

economically successful resolution to the disputes under investigation involves a respondent country

removing a WTO-inconsistent policy on an MFN basis, so that any formal litigants’ efforts generate

positive externalities. Such externalities generate an incentive to free ride on the litigation of others,

providing a potential explanation for nonparticipation if the investigation finds that exporters do not

engage in the dispute settlement process for reasons related to the expected cost-benefit determinants”

(p. 289-290).

When examining the effect of dispute settlement on third parties, panel rulings play a significant

role. While the initiation of a dispute already entails some political pressure on the defendant to

change its policy, uncertainty remains about the strength of the case and the resolve of the defendant

to resist the international community. This uncertainty does not fully disappear until the panel issues

a ruling. A ruling clarifies any ambiguities about the strength of the case and about the defendant’s

resolve to ignore a panel ruling. This should reassure undecided third countries to follow the formal

complainants into the WTO DSB if the defendant continues to discriminate against them. Moreover,

the costs of proving that the defendant’s policy violates WTO regulations are minor at this stage.

The ruling therefore plays a more important role for the relations between defendants and third

parties than for those of defendants and formal complainants.

Rulings also matter more for third parties because anything that happens in the DSB before a

panel ruling is bilateral in nature. Concessions made during the consultation stage, if they occur,

are bilateral and typically do not apply to non-complainants. Countries that join consultations

can observe the bilateral negotiations, but they do not have formal rights to oppose the bilateral

agreement. Instead, the two conflictive countries agree on how they settle the conflict, e.g., through

compensations to the affected industry in the complainant country. This bilateral aspect appears

crucial in this stage because the WTO dispute settlement procedure allows for separate negotiations

between the defendant and multiple formal complainants, even if these complainants are involved
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in the same dispute.1 This implies that the defendant government has considerable leverage with

respect to the concessions that it makes to different affected parties.

In contrast, it appears much more difficult for defendants to treat third parties differently than

principal complainants after a panel ruling. The behavior of Panama during the ‘banana case’ with

the European Union illustrates this point. The original dispute was launched by the U.S., Mexico,

Guatemala and Honduras in September 1995 and a panel ruled over the case in May 1997.2 Panama

only participated as an observer and first remained a third party to this dispute. The EU’s reaction

to the negative panel ruling indicated that it would not easily comply with the ruling, let alone grant

the same concessions to third countries as it may grant to the formal complainants. Consequently,

Panama filed an own request for consultations in October 1997.3 This anecdote suggests that third

countries can free ride on the investments made by the formal complainants especially after a panel

ruled over a case.

Previous research confirms the importance of panel rulings for third parties. Busch and Reinhardt

(2006) find that the probability of early settlement decreases, the more third parties are involved in

a dispute. Third parties should lobby for the establishment of a panel when they hope to reap

greater fringe benefits when an independent panel judges over the trade policy of the defendant. The

argument is also consistent with previous research showing that bilateral early settlements should

occur less often when countries face a strong international court (Gilligan, Johns and Rosendorff,

2010). Third parties have greater incentives to push for a panel ruling in the WTO with its reformed

and strengthened DSB compared to the old GATT system with its much weaker settlement body.

What does this imply for trading relations between third parties and defendants? Even though

the defendant country may still enjoy some leeway with respect to the concessions that it makes to

1Most empirical studies highlight the possibility to negotiate and settle conflicts bilaterally. It is
the major motivation why conflicts that were assigned a single number by the WTO, but involve
multiple complainants, are split up into multiple dyads in empirical analyses.

2The WTO dispute number is DS16 for the original case. It was later relaunched under DS27
after Ecuador joined the WTO.

3The WTO dispute number is DS105. After the initial free-riding leading to the conviction of
the EU, Panama officially participated in follow-up disputes joint with the other countries (DS158 in
January 1999) and one alone (DS374 in June 2007). None of those then made it to the panel stage.
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other affected countries after a negative verdict, third parties should not face massive disadvantages

if compared with principal complainants when dealing with countries violating WTO regulations,

especially after a panel ruling. They can credibly threaten to initiate a successful dispute themselves

if the defendant lifts the illegitimate trade barrier on imports from the complainant, but not on

imports from the third party. Defendants should anticipate this and treat third parties similar to

complainants and eventually abolish the disputed trade barrier. The empirical implication of this

argument is that trade relations between third party complainants and defendants evolve similar to

those between principal party complainants and defendants.

Hypothesis 1 (Freeriding) The effect of a WTO DSB proceedings on sector exports from third

parties to the defendant country is similar to the effect of DSB proceedings on sector exports from

principal complainants to defendants.

When examining the effect of the DSB on third parties, we need to take into account that different

types of third parties exist (e.g., Busch and Pelc, 2010). A third party in a WTO dispute can be

any country that has a substantial interest in the conflict, which means that countries can join a

conflict as third parties with very different motivations. Third parties can either take sides with the

complainant or with the defendant, or can opt to remain neutral. If they align with the defendant,

they typically help to justify the trade restriction that the complainant country challenges before

the WTO. If a third party takes sides with the complainant, it puts forward arguments that support

those by the complainant country. Neutral countries explicitly state that they do not take sides with

either of the parties. In any case, third parties do not actively initiate a dispute by formally filing a

complaint. Distinguishing between different types of third parties (pro-complainant, pro-defendant,

neutral) presents a valuable opportunity to evaluate several implications of the freeriding argument

in more detail.

How do panel rulings affect different third parties? We expect that mostly pro-complainant third

parties benefit from a panel ruling for the reasons outlined in the previous section. Pro-complainant
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parties are identifiably affected in the same way as the principal complainant and therefore should

benefit in the same way from a ruling if positive side effects exist. The implications for pro-defendant

third parties appears less straightforward. Possibly, their trading relations with the defendant country

deteriorates because they loose their preferential treatment on the defendant market. However, the

recent political economy literature also suggests that countries reward other countries if they support

them in international institutions, e.g. in the U.N. security council. (Kuziemko and Werker, 2006;

Dreher, Sturm and Vreeland, 2009). For WTO dispute settlement, this means that pro-defendant

third parties are not necessarily worse off after a ruling, although it is unlikely that the pro-defendant

third parties benefit from a panel ruling as much as the pro-complainant third parties.

When theorizing about the economic effects of WTO rulings on pro-complainant and pro-defendant

third parties, we can capitalize on the existence of neutral third parties as a comparison. Even if

the defendant complies with an adverse ruling, this will unlikely have a significant impact on trade

from the neutral third party to the defendant. Similarly, the neutral country should not receive any

rewards from the defendant that a pro-defendant third party may be able to get. Consequently, com-

pared to neutral third parties, we expect that the pro-complainant third parties gain considerably

more in terms of sectoral exports to the defendant country, however, pro-defendant parties should

not significantly benefit from panel rulings if compared to neutral third parties.

Hypothesis 2 (Differential Rewards to Taking Sides) A WTO DSB panel ruling has a posi-

tive (no) effect on exports by pro-complainant (pro-defendant) third parties compared to neutral third

parties.

Estimating the Effects of WTO Litigation

An empirical analysis of the effectiveness of WTO litigation and the mechanisms behind it must

address a number of methodological challenges. Non-random selection of disputes and dyads before

and during different WTO dispute settlement stages constitute the most important threats to iden-

tification. Several studies analyze which disputes governments choose to bring to the WTO, when
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they address disputes in a different forum or when they drop them from their foreign policy agenda

(Busch, 2007; Davis and Shirato, 2007; Davis, 2007). Moreover, the theoretical discussion above

illustrates how countries can strategically select into DSB and suggests that mainly power and legal

capacity drive this choice. These studies suggest that the selection of disputes brought to the WTO

is non-random. This carries an important implication for the effectiveness of this institution: If less

developed countries decide not to use the dispute settlement body because they do not have the

means or because their fear retaliation, this international institution has largely failed to change the

anarchic nature of international relations. In this situation, the DSB would not have a causal effect

because the same complainant could have achieved a similar result without filing a formal complaint

in the WTO.

We use matching techniques to address these issues (Rubin, 1979; Ho et al., 2007). The matching

approach we employ compares the evolution of trade relations between conflict parties that expe-

rienced a WTO panel ruling with trade relations of control units that did not experience a ruling.

The control units are country pairs that are comparable on characteristics that may influence both

whether a dispute sees a ruling and the trade relations between complainant and defendant countries.

Matching allows us to examine whether trading relations between two countries develop differently

after a panel ruling compared to trading relations between to countries of similar economic strength

and legal capacity that did not experience a panel ruling.4 The matching approach allows us to

non-parametrically estimate the effects of sector-specific panel rulings on sectoral trade relations.

This means that we can consistently estimate the effect on the treated without making any addi-

tional distributional or functional-form assumptions about our outcome variable, i.e., sectoral trading

volume. Thus, our non-parametric method has the potential to provide more credible results than

standard analyses of observational studies. However, it still relies on the assumption of selection on

observables: We have to assume that, after having conditioned on the relevant covariates, assignment

of the treatment is random.

4This approach is similar to Davis (2008). However, Davis’ study compares the effect of WTO
adjudication strategies with the effect of negotiation strategies outside the WTO.
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Measurement, Treatment and Outcome Variable

Our observations i = 1, ..., N are triples of the form complainant country-defendant country-sector.

We consider the period 1995 to 2006. A case enters our dataset as soon as a country requests

consultations. We have taken this information from the GATT/WTO panel reports. Our outcome

variable Yi,τ is the level of exports from the complainant to the plaintiff in the disputed sector at event

time τ , where τ = 1, ..., 4 is the number of years after the event we are interested in (consultations or

panel ruling). We identify the identify the one-digit SITC tariff lines of the product under dispute

and use the sectoral import/export data from UNCTAD’s COMTRADE database to obtain measures

of trading volume for the relevant sectors and years. We also experimented with more disaggregated

trading data. However, using more tariff lines decreases the number of potential control disputes in a

sector to an extent that makes estimation impossible. Moreover, using a somewhat less disaggregated

outcome variable will likely lead to more conservative results.5 To reduce case heterogeneity we only

consider disputes that involve one product category and restrict our analysis to the four years after

a panel ruling, since our interest lies in isolating the effect of the panel ruling as such on bilateral

trade relations. From this perspective sectoral trading volume resembles a pre-treatment variable

on which we presumably need to match to ensure that our treatment and control observations are

comparable at baseline, but it does not qualify as an outcome variable.

The analysis proceeds in two steps following the theoretical exposition in the previous section. We

first examine the effect of principal versus third party status within the dispute settlement system, i.e.,

the effect of filing a formal complaint against the trade policy of another WTO member or of merely

joining an existing WTO dispute. As stated in Hypothesis 1, we expect to find that no significant

differences between principal and third parties exist. To corroborate whether formal participation in

WTO litigation, and by implication third party status, provides countries with economic benefits,

5This is because to detect significant effects, the treatment has to have such a pronounced impact
on trading volume in highly specialized industries that it also affects the larger economic sector to
which it belongs.The one-digit SITC has 10 categories: Food/live animals (0), beverages/tobacco
(1), crude materials/inedible (2), mineral fuels/lubricants (3), animal/vegetable oils/fats/waxes (4),
chemicals/related products (5) manufactured goods (6), machinery/transport equipment (7), miscel-
laneous manufactured articles (8), commodities/transactions not classified elsewhere (9).
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we carry out a complementary analysis in which we examine the effect of a panel ruling on formal

complainant countries versus parties that do not have trade dispute.6 Second, we examine the effects

of taking sides as summarized in Hypothesis 2. Specifically, we compare the impact of a ruling

on sectoral exports from pro-complainant and pro-defendant third parties to sectoral exports from

neutral third parties.

Matching Strategy and Confounding Variables

We employ a nearest neighbor matching strategy within an event time setting to estimate the average

treatment effect for the treated (ATT) defined as

α̂τ =
1

N1

N1∑
n1=1

(Y1i,τ − Y0j(i),τ ), (1)

where n, ..., N1 indexes treated units, Y1i,τ is sectoral trading volume τ = 1, ..., 4 years after a WTO

ruling, and Y0j(i) denotes the outcome of the control unit closest to i on the covariates Xi in terms

of Euclidian distance.7 One unit is a triple consisting of a country A (complainant) and a country

B (defendant) that have a trade dispute in sector s. To estimate the effect of experiencing a WTO

panel ruling we consider all WTO member dyads as the potential universe that could in principle have

a trade conflict. We then create a binary treatment variable that indicates whether a sector-dyad

experienced a trade conflict in period t or not. To evaluate the freeriding hypothesis (hypothesis

1) we construct a treatment indicator that equals 1 for third party countries (treatment group) and

is 0 for principal party countries (control group). Therefore, the estimand α̂ identifies the average

difference between sectoral exports from third party countries to the defendant country and sectoral

6Alternatively, one could think about estimating the effect panel rulings by comparing cases in
which countries have a trade dispute and participate in WTO litigation with countries that have a
trade dispute but do not participate in WTO litigation. However, there exists no convincing and
implementable procedure to identify the latter set of cases for all potential WTO disputes. Our
approach implies that we estimate the effect of a combined treatment which consists of having a
trade dispute and experiencing a panel ruling.

7Since we match on more than one covariate, we use the diagonal matrix of the inverse sample
standard errors of the matching variables to place a relative weight on each variable.
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exports from principal countries to the defendant country. To evaluate hypothesis 2, which suggests

that third parties that take sides with the complainant benefit more from a panel ruling than neutral

third parties, we consider only third party disputes and construct a second treatment indicator which

equals 1 for pro-defendant third party disputes and is 0 for neutral third parties.

We examine those 508 dispute dyads from 1996 to 2006 that experienced a panel ruling and

for which sectoral trading data is available. One might object that we ignore the content of the

ruling and that this could induce bias in our estimates. However, in all 508 dispute dyads that we

analyze, the WTO panel ruled in favor of the complainant. Therefore, we lack an empirical basis for

analyzing whether rulings in favor of the complainant affect trade differentially than rulings in favor

of the defendant. The strong selection into treatment underscores the need to apply an appropriate

matching strategy, since principal and third party disputes might differ also on other covariates

that matter for both sectoral trade and a country’s choice of third versus principal party status.

Our estimation strategy explicitly addresses the comparability of those dispute dyads that involved

a principal party and those that involved a third party by matching on potentially confounding

pre-treatment covariates.

First and probably most importantly, we match on sectoral exports from the complainant to

the defendant country prior to the ruling. Accounting for pre-treatment differences in our outcome

variable lends credibility to any post-ruling differences in sectoral exports that we may find, since

this adjustment means that we rule out any differences in our outcome variable that already existed

prior to a ruling.

According to dominant theories in international relations and following mercantilist thinking,

plenty is power (Viner, 1948), which means that countries’ level of economic wealth determines

international economic interactions. As is the case in many fields of international relations, also

in the context of trade disputes economic power is an inherently relative concept. A complainant

country has to be more powerful than its opponent to make filing a complaint in the WTO an optimal

choice. Therefore, we need to account for differences in the complainant and the defendant country’s

economic wealth. We collect data on the complainant country’s (C) and the defendant country’s
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(D) gross domestic product, GDP(C) and GDP(D). To adjust for the potential impact of countries’

economic power on the evolution of potential trade conflicts within the WTO (Guzman and Simmons,

2002), and countries’ capacity to retaliate if a panel allows sanctions (Bown, 2005b,a), we match on

the complainant and the defendant country’s GDP. This approach is superior to matching on the

ratio of or the difference between the complainant’s and the defendant’s level of GDP because this

means to make an assumption about the functional form according to which power differences matter.

By matching on both variables separately, we make no such functional-form assumption. The data

stems from the Penn World Table (Heston, Summers and Aten, 2009).

Following previous work we also take into account the complainant’s legal capacity, since the poten-

tial complainant’s legal capacity matters for whether countries participate in the dispute settlement

mechanism Bown (2005a). We measure this by the size of the complainant country’s (pre-treatment)

WTO delegation in Geneva. We also adjust for the number of formal complainants in a dispute.

Conflicts that attract a greater number of formal complainants are also significantly more likely to

proceed to the panel stage and this may guide a country’s decision to become a principal or a third

party.8

Covariate Balance

We now examine the pre- and post-matching balance of the potentially confounding factors identified

above. Figure 1 displays the standardized means of the potentially confounding variables prior to

matching for treatment (black dots) and control units (grey dots). Third party disputes differ from

principal party disputes with respect to these potentially confounding factors. Before matching, the

set of potential control cases (principal party disputes) have less exports from the complainant to the

defendant prior to the ruling (Pre-ruling sect. trade). Second, the number of complainants (# Com-

8In the robustness section we also account for different heterogeneity across different sectors us-
ing propensity score matching. The analysis distinguishes between Agriculture, Natural Resource
Extraction, Resource Processing and Simple Manufacturing, Complex Manufacturing, Chemical In-
dustries, Textiles and Services sectors. These sectors were coded based on WTO reports of the
disputes. The WTO Dispute Settlement gateway provides the reports, see http://www.wto.org/

english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_e.htm.
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plainants) is slightly higher in principal party disputes than in third party disputes, which constitute

our treatment group. While the defendant country’s level of wealth (GDP(D)) in third party dis-

putes almost equals the level we observe in principal party disputes, we find a pronounced differences

between the complaint country’s level of GDP. The right panel in figure 1 shows the standardized

means after matching. We find that matching considerably reduced the covariate imbalance between

treatment and control disputes. This increases our confidence that differences between sectoral trade

flows for principal versus third party disputes do not merely reflect covariate imbalances.

We also examine the effect of taking sides on third parties’ trade relations with the defendant

country. To examine the covartiate balance for these comparisons, figure 2 shows the covariate

balance before and after matching for treated (pro complainant third parties) and control units

(neutral third parties). The upper two panels show the covariate imbalance for our pro-complainant

third party disputes (treatment group) and neutral third party disputes. In the unmatched sample we

observe notable differences between these two groups. First, exports from the complainant country

are, on average, slightly lower in the treatment group. Second, the average number of complainants

is considerably smaller in the control group. Third, we observe that the defendants’ average level of

wealth (GDP (D)) in the treatment group strongly exceeds the defendant’s GDP in the control group.

Finally, complainant countries in the treatment group tend to be richer than those in the control

group. The lower left panel in figure 2 shows that very similar imbalances exist when comparing

pro-defendant third party disputes (treatment group) and neutral third party disputes.

As the upper right panel in figure 2 shows, these covariate imbalances largely disappear after

matching. The lower right panel suggests that matching also reduced the imbalances between treat-

ment and control group for our comparison of pro-defendant and neutral third party disputes. This

increases our confidence in the comparability of these groups in the matched sample.
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3 The Value of WTO Litigation

Third versus Principal Parties in Trade Disputes

We first present results on the effects of participating in a WTO dispute as a third party as opposed

to a principal party on exports to the defendant country (Hypothesis 1). Principal party countries

formally file a complaint in the WTO while third party countries merely join an existing trade

dispute without taking an proactive legal steps. Figure 3 shows the results. The left panel shows

that, on average, panel rulings do not affect third parties’ sectoral exports significantly different

than exports from principal parties to the defendant. In all four years after a panel has delivered its

verdict in favor of the complainant, the average difference between third and principal parties remains

indistinguishable from zero. To further corroborate this finding, we also examine pro-complainant

and pro-defendant parties separately, since taking sides may matter for how much third parties gain

from WTO ruling if compared with principal parties. The middle and right panel in figure 3 shows

that the effects remain insignificant. This suggest that third parties do not seem to suffer from a

disadvantages if compared with principal parties.

This demonstrates that third parties do not suffer from a disadvantage with respect to the eco-

nomic benefits panel rulings provide. However, it leaves open the question whether panel rulings

actually offer benefits complainants in terms of measurable export increases to the defendant after

a panel has delivered its verdict. Ultimately, WTO litigation aims at stimulating trade by inducing

countries to remove illegal barriers to trade. Thus, this question lies at the core of the very func-

tioning of WTO litigation. Therefore, we perform an additional analysis in which we estimate the

effect of experiencing a panel ruling on the complainant’s exports to the defendant country in the

four years after a ruling. Our potential pool of control units consists of all WTO member dyads

that are not involved in a trade dispute. We emphasize that we are actually estimating the effect of

a combined treatment that comprises both having a WTO trade dispute and experiencing a panel

ruling.

The analysis proceeds in two steps following the theoretical exposition in the previous section. In
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a first step, we examine the effect of principal versus third party status within the dispute settlement

system, i.e., the effect of filing a formal complaint against the trade policy of another WTO member

or of merely joining an existing WTO dispute. As stated in Hypothesis 1, we expect to find that

no significant differences between principal and third parties exist. We also take the analysis one

step further to examine whether complainants benefit from adjudication in the first place. While the

central focus of our analysis is on the differences between principal complainants and third parties

and their implications for discrimination in the WTO, our theoretical argumentation is based on the

implicit idea that complainants do benefit economically from panel rulings. We therefore compare

how trade between two disputants develops after a ruling compared to trade between countries that do

not have conflict. The second step examines the effects of taking sides as summarized by Hypothesis

2. Specifically, we compare the impact of a ruling on sectoral exports from pro-complainant and

pro-defendant third parties to sectoral exports from neutral third parties.

Since the pool of potential control units is extremely large (N=483,994), applying a matching tech-

nique directly to this sample of potential controls implies high computational and time-consuming

demands. We address this problem using a non-parametric bootstrap with 1,000 resamples. Each

time we draw a random sample of 1,500 potential control observations from the pool of WTO member

dyads-sector observations, match these with our treated units on our potentially confounding covari-

ates, and estimate the effects of participation in the dispute settlement mechanism on a complainant

country’s exports to the defendant country in the four years after a ruling.9 We repeat this procedure

1,000 times and construct 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 4 presents the results from our analysis. We find pronounced and persistent positive effects

of panel rulings on complainant’s sectoral exports. On average, exports from the complainant to the

defendant country in the sector under dispute increase by about $3.6 billion in the first, $4 billion

in the second, and $2 billion in the third year after a panel ruling. The effect reaches statistical

significance in all three years after a ruling and becomes insignificant in the fourth year after the

9The appendix provides the balance plots for this analysis. Since the number of complainants for
our control dyads is necessarily missing for WTO dyads that did not experience a trade dispute, we
do not match on this covariate.
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panel ruling. While the last point estimate remains positive, it fails to reach conventional levels

of significance. In total, sectoral exports from complainants to defendants increase by about $9.6

billion in the three years after a ruling. This suggests that WTO litigation can provide countries

with considerable increases in income from trade exports.

Panel Rulings, Sectoral Exports, and Pro-complainant Third Parties

We now explore whether the effect of panel rulings on third party countries that take sides with

the complainant (pro-complainant third parties) from that on third parties that remain neutral

(Hypothesis 2). The left panel in figure 5 reports the treatment effects. We find that exports increase

significantly by $2.2 billion in the first year after a ruling if compared with exports of neutral third

parties that are observably similar with respect to potentially confounding variables. In year 2, the

treatment effect is slightly larger, peaking at about $3 billion. The effect on sectoral trading volume

equals $1.4 and $ 1 billion in year 3 and 4, respectively. Thus, in the four years following a ruling,

pro-complainant third parties experience a noteworthy increase in sectoral exports to the defendant

country that exceed those of neutral third parties by about $8 billion on average.

To fully explore the potential heterogeneity in the effects of panel rulings across different types

of third party disputes, we perform an additional analysis in which we examine how exports evolve

from pro-defendant third parties to complainant countries. We match pro-defendant third party

disputes to neutral third party disputes and compute the average difference in sectoral exports to

the defendant for the four years after a panel ruling. The right panel in figure 5 plots the results.

We find that there exists no systematic difference between pro-defendant and neutral third party

exports to the defendant country. The significantly positive, but substantially modest point estimate

in year 4 provides the sole exception. Taken together, we conclude that pro-complainant third parties

gain considerably if compared with neutral third parties. This lens support to the argument that

pro-complainant countries can freeride on the legal efforts of principal party countries, since they do

not carry the costs of litigation while at the same time enjoying the positive economic externalities

of a WTO panel ruling.
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4 Conclusion

Many perceive the increasing legalization of international trade as a significant step towards an

environment in which power relations among states play a smaller role in international relations.

Judicial institutions such as the WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism can potentially help to reduce

the role of economic power in harnessing the gains from trade, since an independent tribunal of experts

rules over the trade policies of WTO member states. However, the WTO lacks enforcement powers

and not all countries have the resources and willingness to proactively file costly formal complaints in

the WTO to defend themselves against illegal trade barriers that hurt their exports. This casts doubt

on whether judicial institutions in international trade can really fulfill the institutionalist promise.

In this paper we examine the impact of one of the most advanced litigation processes to shed

light on the factual redistributive effects of judicial institutions. We look into how WTO litigation

affects sectoral exports from principal and third party complainant countries to the defendant. Such

a comparison of formal complainants and third parties appears useful because it uncovers the extent

to which legal proceedings against a country that violates trade regulations has spillover effects on

economic relations on legally far less active countries. The potential side effects of WTO litigation on

trading relations between defendants and third parties would indicate that international institutions

can alleviate discrimination among states beyond the immediate cases that they are dealing with.

Our results show that such positive side effects in fact exist. The empirical analysis find that the

volume of exports from the complainant to the defendant increases substantially after a panel ruling.

At the same time, we find that third parties that are also negatively affected by the disputed trade

barrier reap less economic benefits from a WTO ruling than the formal complainants. Moreover, our

results suggest that third parties that align with the complainant benefit more than third parties

that align with the defendant. These results are consistent with previous research and complement

scholarship on international institutions and economic relations. They suggest that the economic

effects of dispute settlement, legalization and international institutions in general are substantial.

The economic value of WTO litigation and its redistributive effects lend additional support the

previous work that highlights the role of third parties in dispute settlement (Busch and Pelc, 2010).
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The existence of side effects for third parties after rulings incentivizes these countries to lobby for the

establishment of a panel, which is consistent with the finding that third party involvement increases

the probability of a panel ruling (Busch and Reinhardt, 2006).

Our results also shed light on strategic interactions in international institutions. We provide an

estimate of economic consequences of WTO rulings and therefore identify the incentives that guide

strategic behavior by countries in international economic relations. More generally, our findings

suggest that international judicial institutions may reduce the role of power in international trade,

and therefore, power-based discrimination against small and poor countries with low legal capacity.

Even if these countries are unable to proactively use the dispute settlement mechanism, they can

benefit from the positive economic spillover effects of WTO litigation. At the same time, these benefits

require that another country expects large enough benefits to make carrying the costs of litigation

attractive. Therefore, even if we accept that judicial institutions may reduce the importance of power

in international trade, some power-based distortions will likely remain.
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Figures

Figure 1: Covariate Balance Before and After Matching: Third versus Principal Parties
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Note: Left panels show the means of the variables in the treatment (third party status) and control groups (principal party status) prior
to matching, the right panels show the same quantities after matching. The first row shows the results for all third parties, the second row
for pro complainant third parties, and the third row for pro defendant third parties.
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Figure 2: Covariate Balance Before and After Matching: Pro Complainant Third Parties and Pro
Defendant Third Parties versus Neutral Third Parties
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Note: Left panels show the means of the variables in the treatment and control groups prior to matching, the right panels show the same
quantities after matching. The first row shows the results for pro complainant versus neutral third parties, the second row shows the results
for pro defendant and neutral third parties. The control group consists of neutral third party observations.
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Figure 3: WTO Panel Rulings: The Effect of Third Party Status
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Note: Average treatment effect for the treated (ATT) on trading volume in the sector under dispute in the years after consultations have
been requested. Vertical lines depict 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4: The Effect of WTO Litigation
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Note: Average treatment effect for the treated (ATT) on trading volume in the sector under dispute in the years after consultations
have been requested. Confidence intervales are estimated using a non-parametric bootstrap with 1,000 resamples of 1,500 potential control
observations from the pool of WTO member dyads-sector observations that did not experience a WTO dispute (N=483,994). The treatment
consists of participation in the WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism and a panel ruling that declares the trade barriers as inconsistent
with international trade law.
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Figure 5: WTO Panel Rulings: Pro Complainant and Pro Defendant versus Neutral Third Parties
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Note: Average treatment effect for the treated (ATT) on trading volume in the sector under dispute in the four years after a ruling. Vertical
lines depict 95% confidence intervals.
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A Figures

Figure 6: Covariate Balance Before and After Matching: WTO Dyads with Ruling versus All WTO
Dyads
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Note: Left panels show the means of the variables in the treatment and control groups prior to matching (bootstrapped with 1,000
repetitions), the right panels show the same quantities after matching. The treatment group are all country dyad-sector observations that
experienced a WTO panel ruling. The control group consists of all WTO member country dyad-sector observations.
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B Coding of Conflicts and Country Status

The WTO Dispute Settlement Online Gateway lists the disputes we analyze (http://www.wto.org/english/
tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_status_e.htm, see also Horn and Mavroidis (2008)). For each dispute, one or
multiple complainants initiated a dispute against a single defendant. To code the set of interested third
countries that are not formal complainants in a dispute, we identify the countries that a) officially requested
to join consultations or b) officially participated as third party in a dispute (or both). When a country
initiates a dispute against another by requesting consultations, other WTO members can request to join and
observe consultations, but they are not formal complainants. Once a panel exists for a particular dispute,
countries can request official third party status.10

Several WTO disputes are related, i.e., the same or different complainants initiate multiple disputes
that address the same or very similar trade barriers imposed by the same defendant. This entails several
complications. First, a country may appear multiple times as a complainant in related disputes because
it initiated two different disputes on the same matter, but only pursues one of the two further. Thus, a
particular dispute may de iure have ended after consultations, but de facto the conflict escalated to the panel
stage via a second dispute on the same matter.11 Second, a country can be a Joining or third party (and
not a formal complainant) in one dispute, but simultaneously file a dispute against the same defendant on
the same issue.12 Thus, a country can be a Joining Party and a formal complainant in two related disputes
with the same defendant. This means that we would treat a country as non-complainant (Joining Party),
although it is a de facto complainant (because it participates as complainant in a different, related dispute).
It is important for our research to distinguish between those Joining or third parties that remain observers
and those that initiate their own dispute.

To address this problem, we code whether disputes are related, i.e., if different disputes listed by the
WTO address the same disputed trade measure by a defendant. The dispute descriptions on the WTO
Dispute Settlement Gateway explicitly note which conflicts are related conflicts.13 Disputes that, according
to the Gateway information, are identified as related generally have the same defendant (as we would
expect), except 11 pairs of related disputes.14 For a fair amount of those, the two different defendants are
the European Union and an EU country.15 We treat those as a single dispute with the EU as defendant.
In other cases, the defendant initiated a dispute against one of the principal complainants in a previous
dispute.16 We treat those as separate conflicts. In other words, if some of the multiple, related disputes
have the same defendant, we treat them as related. If they have different defendants, we treat them as
unrelated.17

10An official ‘third party’ status does not exist for consultations.
11There are 23 pairs of disputes that represent such multiple initiations. For a detailed list, see below.
12Examples are disputes DS248, DS249, DS251, DS252, DS253, DS254, DS258 and DS259.
13As an example, Venezuela and Brazil filed formally separate complaints against the United States in early

1995 (DS2 and DS4). But the Gateway descriptions for the two disputes indicates that “Venezuela requested
consultations on 24 January 1995 and Brazil on 10 April 1995” (http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_
e/dispu_e/cases_e/ds2_e.htm), which allows us to infer that DS2 and DS4 are related despite being
formally different disputes. The same applies to other related disputes.

14(DS16; DS27; DS158; DS165), (DS26; DS39; DS48; DS320; DS321), (DS62; DS67; DS68), (DS82;
DS115), (DS99; DS296; DS299; DS336), (DS124; DS125), (DS166; DS223), (DS172; DS173), (DS248; DS249;
DS251; DS252; DS253; DS254; DS258; DS259; DS260; DS274), (DS273; DS301; DS307) and (DS316; DS317).

15(DS62; DS67; DS68), (DS82; DS115), (DS124; DS125) and (DS172; DS173)
16(DS158; DS165), (DS166; DS223), (DS273; DS301) and (DS316; DS317)
17In two instances, there is a mix of the two cases described in this paragraph: (DS26; DS39; DS48;

DS320; DS321) are officially related, but (DS26; DS48) are by the United States and Canada against the EU
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The data show that there is considerable overlap between our coding of related disputes and the estab-
lishment of a common (cross-dispute) panel (if a panel was requested). 20 pairs of related disputes with a
total of 52 dyads have a common panel. 10 pairs of disputes with a total of 24 dyads have separate panels
although the disputes are coded as being related.18 We re-checked all of them, but the re-analysis shows
that they are all closely related despite separate panels.19

Once we identified the related disputes, we examine whether countries appear multiple times as Joining
or third parties in related disputes. If countries appear multiple times, we always code the highest possible
status that a country reached in these related disputes. We do this with the following algorithm. First, if a
country appears as both Joining and third party in the same conflict or in related conflicts, it is coded as
third party only. [Countries can be both Joining Countries during consultations and then later third parties
when a dispute proceeds to the panel stage. Countries can also be Joining Parties in one dispute and third
party in another that escalated to the panel stage.] Second, if a country appears multiple times in related
disputes because it is a Joining Party in one dispute, but a complainant in another related dispute, we treat
this country as a formal complainant in this conflict.20 Third, we do the same for third parties that act as
complainants in a related dispute.

In a fair amount observations, we have multiple dispute initiations by the same complainant against the
same defendant on related issues.21 This is because countries sometimes filed two disputes against the same
defendant on (almost) the same case, but only one was pursued further, for different reasons.22 As before,

(the ‘hormones’ case), while (DS39; DS320; DS321) are by the EU against the U.S. and Canada to remove
retaliatory measures in the ‘hormones’ case. We treat the first two disputes as related and the latter three as
distinct disputes. Similarly, (DS248; DS249; DS251; DS252; DS253; DS254; DS258; DS259; DS260; DS274)
are related, with (DS248; DS249; DS251; DS252; DS253; DS254; DS258; DS259, DS274) being initiated
by different countries against the United States (the ‘steel’ case) and DS260 being initiated by the United
States against the EU, which is one of the previous complainants against the U.S. (DS248). We treat all of
the related except DS260, which is the only one not against the United States. In one instance, the same
complainant initiated a series of related disputes against different defendants (DS99; DS296; DS299; DS336).
We treat these are separate (unrelated) disputes.

18This is the case for the following disputes: (DS7; DS12; DS14), (DS18; DS21), (DS26; DS48), (DS32;
DS33), (DS50; DS79), (DS56; DS77), (DS106; DS126), (DS121; DS164), (DS138; DS212; DS213) and
(DS236; DS257; DS264; DS277)

19As an example, the WTO Gateway reports that DS7, DS12 and DS14 are related (“Complaints by
Canada, Peru and Chile”). Nonetheless, two separate panels were established: “A panel was established at
the request of Canada on 19 July 1995. A joint panel was established on 11 October 1995 at the request of
Peru and Chile on the same subject.” See http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/cases_
e/ds7_e.htm. The same for (DS26; DS48), (DS32; DS33), (DS50; DS79), (DS56; DS77), (DS106; DS126)
and (DS121; DS164).

20I.e. we erase the observation in which the country is a Joining Party in a related dispute and only keep
the one where it is a complainant.

21(DS3; DS41), (DS16; DS27), (DS32; DS33), (DS44; DS45), (DS55; DS64), (DS60; DS156); (DS74;
DS102), (DS85; DS151), (DS87; DS110), (DS101; DS132), (DS106; DS126), (DS140; DS141), (DS149;
DS279), (DS171; DS196), (DS182; DS191), (DS185; DS187), (DS212; DS213), (DS228; DS230), (DS236;
DS247; DS257; DS264; DS277; DS311), (DS270; DS271), (DS300; DS302), (DS314; DS341), (DS324; DS343)
and (DS325; DS344).

22For instance, it happened that the complainants refiled the case to include a country that joined the
WTO in the meantime, e.g. in the ‘banana case’ (DS16; DS27) when Ecuador only joined the WTO after the
initial dispute was filed. Sometimes, the allegations show minor differences in the argumentation, but only
one dispute (presumably the one with the argumentation that looked more promising) was then pursued
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we code the highest status that a complainant reaches for all related disputes. For instance, if no panel was
requested for the first dispute, but for the second, we only consider the dispute with the panel. If no ruling
occurs for the first dispute, but for the second, we only consider the dispute with the ruling. As start date,
we use the date when the dispute that reached the highest status was initiated. If both disputes reach the
same escalation level, we use the dispute that started later. A re-analysis of all multiple initiations shows
that all of them in fact deal with the same issue. With a few exceptions, all of them were initiated closely to
each other (6 months or less). Two addressed the same issue, but for explicitly different time periods. We
therefore treat them as separate conflicts.23

C Propensity Score Matching Results

This section presents the propensity score matching results.24

further, e.g. (DS44; DS45), (DS140; DS141), (DS270; DS271) and (DS300; DS302). In other cases, the
first dispute was initiated against a provisional trade barrier by the defendant, and the second dispute was
initiated against the definite adoption of the same trade barrier, e.g. (DS314; DS341), (DS101; DS132) and
(DS324; DS343).

23DS149 and DS279 were initiated with considerable temporal distance (October 1998 and December
2001), and the second concerned the new Indian trade policy as of 2002. Therefore, we treat the as separate.
The same applies to DS60 and DS156. Note that the block of disputes (DS236; DS247; DS257; DS264;
DS277; DS311) also are distributed over a fairly long period of time (August 2001 - April 2004). However, in
the end, they were all resolved at once through a mutually agreed solution between Canada and the United
States in September 2006.

24The distributions of the estimated propensity score in treatment and control groups suggest that there
is enough overlap between the two distributions.
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Figure 7: WTO Panel Rulings: The Effect of Third Party Status – Propensity Score Matching
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Note: Average treatment effect for the treated (ATT) on trading volume in the sector under dispute in the years after a ruling. The
propensity score has been estimated using the following set covariates: Pre-ruling sectoral exports from the complainant to the defendant,
GDP of complainant country, GDP of defendant country, joint democracy, legal capacity, number of complainants, safeguards, and
subsidies.Vertical lines depict 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8: WTO Panel Rulings: Pro Complainant and Pro Defendant versus Neutral Third Parties
– Propensity Score Matching
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Note: Average treatment effect for the treated (ATT) on trading volume in the sector under dispute in the years after panel ruling
using propensity matching. The propensity score has been estimated using the following set covariates: Pre-ruling sectoral exports from
the complainant to the defendant, GDP of complainant country, GDP of defendant country, joint democracy, legal capacity, number of
complainants, safeguards, and subsidies. Vertical lines depict 95% confidence intervals.
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